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Shielding and Activation Calculations for the German Fusion Device 
WENDELSTEIN 7-X 
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The shielding property ofthe haIl waIls ofthe new German fusion device Wendelstein 7・Xwas caIculated using MCNP 
and ANISN while varying different parameters. Attenuation factors and dose rates for neu仕onand induced gamma radiation 
are presented. The resulting effective doses are compared with radiation protection limits， which led in some cases to changes 
in the planning. Weak points in the waIl i.e. doors， ducts and channels were investigated with MCNP. N即位ons仕切mmgwas
observed in aIl those cases. The activation of the waIls and of the door opening device was calculated with MCNP and 
GRSAKTIV for different irradiation pattems and different decay times. 
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1. Introduction 

The device WENDELSTEIN下X(l)， which is now under 

construction by the Max司Planck司Institutefor Plasma Physics 

(IPP)， is designed to demonstrate the optimized stellarator to 
be a viable fusion reactor concept. Stellarator fusion 

experiments confine the plasma in a magnetic field exclusively 

generated by external coils，世lUSaffording the direct possibility 

of stationary operation. Major physical and technical objectives 

ofWendelstein 7・Xare to demonstrate stationary operation 

and achieve plasma conditions， which though below ignition， 
allow good extrapolation to the properties of a白turereactor-

grade stellarator plasma. For the first time the magnetic field 

is generated with modular super conducting coils. The 

optimized stellarator overcomes the difficulties of previous 

stellarator concepts and achieves plasma equilibrium and 

confinement of a qualiザequalto出atof a Tokamak. Operation 

is scheduled to begin in 2005. At the moment， buildings and 
sites are completed to 80% and the engineering installation 

has started. 
Fusion reactions during pulses of about 10 seconds wil1 

produce high energy neutrons which have to be shielded. On 

the other hand activation of materials by thermalized neutrons 

will resu1t in a constantly increasing gamma source. GRS was 

engaged to perform shielding and activation calculations for 

the planning ofthe stel1arator hall and adjacent areas， in order 
to meet German(2) and EU(3) radiation protection standards. 

The neutron source is a kidney-shaped plasma stel1arator 
with 11 m in diameter placed on a table like concrete platform. 

The position in the hal1 is asymmetric. During operation 

neutrons with high intensity are streaming企omthe stellarator 

through differrent wal1s， openings and channels to the outside 
of the building producing activation of materials and radiation 

dose rates. In order to meet the dose limits for the public 
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exposure the effective dose was aimed to be kept below 0.3 

mSv/a. Three steps were necessary to achieve this goal: 

四 Shieldingcalculations of walls and doors penetrated by 

direct radiation. 

-Shielding calculations of neutron streaming through ducts 

and channels. 

Calculations of activated materials in the neutron field and 

its contribution to the radiation level. 

11. Shielding Calculations 

1. Source Term 
The primary d-d fusion reaction produces neutrons with an 

energy of 2.45 MeV while neutrons from the secondary d・t

fusion reaction have an energy of 14 Me V. The ratio of the 
intensity of the two reactions was predefined to be 200 to 1. 

The intensity ofthe neutron source was 7 x 1015 n!s during a 

pulse of 10 s. 1000 pulses per year were projected in the 

experimental phase， with a maximum limitation of the total 

number ofneutrons per year to 3 x 1019 n!a. 

2. Geometry and Materials 

(1) Walls 

Six different types ofwalls (see Table 1) were investigated 

with respect to shielding properties for the radiation of the fusion 

source in order to get a choice of adequate shielding possibilities 

in different situations. The thickness of the wal1s was varied 

from 0 to 200 cm by steps of 10 cm. 

The designed thickness ofthe outer walls was 1.7 m. Because 

of the asymmetric position of the stel1arator in the hal1 the 
distances of side walls are 7 ， 9， 10 and 11 m， the distances to 
the ceiling is 12 m. The side walls have two steel reinforcements 

at a depth of 0.6 m and at 1.6 m. 

。)Doors 

The stellarator hall has two large entrance doors made of 

concrete， the personnel door and the installation door. Both 
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